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SAM Meets Organic Farmer of Bylakuppe
By SAM desk, 23th, October, '12
Bylakuppe, SAM under the wing of Ecological Development and Animal rights, coordinator of the wing and Executive
Director of Social Action Movement Mr. Namgyal Choephel meets Organic farmers from Purang camp and couple of
farmers from Dickyi larsoe Tibetan settlement, Bylakuppe to discuss about possibility of creating a local market.  The
main aim of the meeting was to guide and assist local organic farmers in creating local market, a program to create a
platform where they can sell their product.
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Discouragingly, handful of farmers turnout for the meeting, however those who were present for the meeting have
expressed their interest and participation for this program which aims to create market for their product. Mr. Namgyal
has expressed that from SAM charitable trust, they are ready to help organic farmers; however he said that without
farmer participation, the program would not be possible to take off.  As per Purang camp which is a model organic
farming village, get fund and subsidy from Central Tibetan Administration on organic farming and agriculture equipments
for modern farming.
 
 
Mr. Choephel has said that if the farmers are ready to participate for this program, his organization can seek help from
Lugsam Tibetan agriculture credit co-operative society and Home Dept of central Tibetan administration whose aim is to
support events and activities related to improve agriculture methods and marketing as it sustains Tibetans in the
settlement. 
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Latest News Little about us
We are group of young Tibetan who have studied in different fields like Biology,
Commerce, Political science and social work. Due to injustice, illiteracy, lack of
information, modern education and lack of unity in our society, we have unanimous
agreed to work together to make changes in the community. So, we have founded
SAM which means Social Action Movement.
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